Cardiovascular diseases — diseases of the heart and blood vessels — are the leading cause of death in this country. They afflict more than 29 million people and are responsible for almost a million deaths per year in the United States alone. The American Heart Association estimates that the total economic costs of these diseases in 1978 will be in excess of $25 billion.

Medical scientists would like very much to know the causes of cardiovascular diseases. This knowledge would help prevent the diseases and reduce the death rate. But the causes are still eluding investigators despite vast expenditures of time and money.

COMBATING THE #1 KILLER, based on a series of award-winning articles* in SCIENCE Magazine, examines some of the recent research on cardiovascular diseases, with special emphasis on progress being made in understanding the biological mechanisms underlying the diseases.

Through interviews with the leading researchers in the health professions, Marx and Kolata investigated the current efforts now being made to deal with the epidemiology of heart disease, its diagnosis, its relationship to an individual's lifestyle and age, the most promising present and projected treatment strategies, the biochemical and clinical research in progress, and the ethical problems which may confound the results of any research which involves human patients.

COMBATING THE #1 KILLER — valuable precisely because its main focus is on key research currently in progress. COMBATING THE #1 KILLER — a direct, unbiased report with information for all investigators in the field, scientists generally, makers of public policy, and the general public at large.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW — and investigate the details that you ought to know about heart disease and the steps you could take to prevent it.

---

Casebound $17.00
Paperbound $ 7.50
AAAS Members 10% discount

Send your name and address to
American Association for the Advancement of Science
Department B-1
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20005

*American Heart Association Blakeslee Award for series of nine articles in SCIENCE on cardiovascular diseases.
You should, that is, if you’re responsible for selecting science books and films for library or classroom use. SB&F is *Science Books & Films*, a quarterly review journal with the most comprehensive coverage of new science books and 16mm films in the pure and applied sciences, social and behavioral sciences, archeology, science education — almost everything, in fact, except religion and literature. Each issue of SB&F presents the professional opinions of scientists, teachers, and librarians in their reviews of new books and films — more than 1,200 each year — for readers and viewers at all levels, from kindergarten through college. Our reviewers examine the hot topics and the staple fare, giving you their opinions on how accurate the science is, how long your audience will stay awake and, when appropriate, how many pairs of 10-year-old hands the binding will survive. Sound interesting?

Then try us! Subscribe for a year (or two) and let our reviewers help you select just the right science film for that special class, the most accurate book for that inquisitive reader, or the best additions to your library or collateral reading lists.

*Science Books & Films*
the quarterly review journal that can save you time and money!

Subscriptions are $17.50 per year ($16.00 for AAAS members) or $32.00 for two years. Contact your subscription agency or write directly to us.

American Association for the Advancement of Science
Science Books & Films
Subscriptions Department #1
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005